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Bridgeport National Bindery Speeds “Into the Thick” of the 
Photo Book Market With new PUR Binder from C.P. Bourg 
 
By harnessing leading-edge bookbinding technologies with the craftsmanship and attention to 
customer service that has distinguished this family-run business since the late 1800s, Massachusetts-
based Bridgeport National Bindery is plunging into the thick of the “Books on Demand” phenomenon 
in a big way.  
 
The company’s latest acquisition, a C.P. Bourg BB3002 PUR perfect binder installed toward the end 
of 2008, is helping the company tap into digitally printed photo books – the hottest segment of the on-
demand publishing market. 
 
Bridgeport National Bindery traces its roots in bookbinding back to Bridgeport Bindery, which was 
founded in the late 1800s in Bridgeport, Connecticut, and National Library Bindery, with which it 
merged in 1974 and then moved to West Springfield, Massachusetts.  
 
In 1999, the bindery moved to its present location, a new 55,000 sq. ft. building in nearby Agawam 
more than twice the size of its previous plant. In 2007, Bridgeport National again expanded its 
manufacturing plant with a 15,000 sq-ft addition to house their 120 employees and equipment more 
comfortably and to accommodate growth.  
 
“Bound to Last” 

Bridgeport National Bindery specializes in producing high-quality, one-off hardcover books up to four 
inches thick with high-quality color or B&W printing and hardcover binding. Much of this work is done 
for libraries, and consists of binding books coming off copyright, binding new copies of old 
manuscripts or producing new copies of very old tomes allowing those books to be recirculated.  
 
The bindery, whose motto is “Bound to Last,” also occasionally is requested to do hand conservation, 
which Business and Operations Manager Jonathan Jacobsen described as artisan-level, custom work 
performed by a skilled craftsperson; and it routinely works with publishers, small to large printers, and 
companies that operate on-line book-creation websites.  
 
To produce its hallmark high-quality hardcovers, Bridgeport National operates a variety of 
conventional binding equipment, including a Mekatronics binder that can handle a wide variety of trim 
sizes and thickness, or “bulks,” and a GP2 for hardcover casemaking. Their modified Moffett in-line 
sewing machine still comes in handy for side-sewing books, and they more than occasionally press 
their Oversewer and National sewing machines into service. 



But with digital technology creating new possibilities for print, much of the bindery’s recent growth has 
come from expansion into the books-on-demand business. To seize this growing market opportunity 
and deliver products that customers want in increasingly faster turnaround times, Bridgeport National 
has been moving into digital production, in a big way, says Jonathan Jacobsen.  
 
“We have been aware of the market for books on demand for 10 years, and we’ve been involved in 
the market since 2004. We’re now as well-established as you can be in a new market, with customers 
across the United States and in Europe, and it is our main area of growth,” he explains. “Now we’re 
expanding into the photo book market and looking to expand our presence with publishers.” 
 
For responsive black-and-white page production, Bridgeport National uses Xerox DocuTech 
production monochrome printers; while its HP Indigo digital press allows the company to print short-
run color content economically on demand. 
 
“Bulking Up” with Bourg Binders 

With its growing emphasis on short-run and custom bookbinding, Bridgeport National needed a way 
to do “variable bulk” paperback books on a custom, one-off basis. This led Jonathan’s father, Vice 
President Bruce Jacobsen, and Kent Larson, VP of Print on Demand, in March of 2007 to acquire the 
first of two C.P. Bourg automated binders. 
 
That first Bourg binder, a BB3002 EVA system that Bridgeport is using with a standard hot-melt 
adhesive, is connected to a Challenge CMT-330 trimmer, giving Bridgeport a highly automated 
softcover finishing solution that is controlled by a single operator and produces up to 360 books per 
hour. 
 
Because of its ability to “change bulk” and accommodate books of different thickness up to 2-3/8 
inches automatically – almost three-fourths of an inch larger than the other systems they evaluated – 
that first BB3002 system has become Bridgeport’s main paperback binding solution, says Jonathan 
Jacobsen.  “The Bourg binder’s auto centering capability is a real plus, and the system’s ability to 
make covers and end sheets is very precise and a much easier process than expected, which was a 
wonderful surprise,” he says, talking from firsthand experience. 
 
“The Bourg BB3002 has performed very well and needed very little service and very few 
adjustments,” says Bruce Jacobsen, adding that the company had the same positive experience with 
C.P. Bourg stackers Bridgeport uses with its Xerox DocuTech printers and HP Indigo press. 
 
A “PUR” Play for Coated Stocks 

When Bridgeport National needed a better adhesive for the coated stocks used for photo books, it 
looked for a PUR (polyurethane reactive) hot-melt system. “Because it gives a lay-flat binding that 
won’t crack and can be cut and handled immediately, PUR adhesive is leaps and bounds better for 
working with coated stocks than PVA, which takes four hours to cure,” Jonathan Jacobsen explains.  
 
Bruce Jacobsen’s and Kent Larson’s search for a PUR binder included several competing systems, 
and concluded with the new Bourg BB3002 PUR. Bridgeport National’s positive experience with its 



first Bourg BB3002 factored in the equipment decision, but there was an added twist in that 
Bridgeport’s staff played a key role in the decision. 
 
“In the past, I’ve usually selected the equipment for the business and then told the production staff, 
‘This is what you’re using,’” says Bruce Jacobsen. “When we went looking for a PUR binder, we 
brought our production people to look at several different manufacturer’s products, and they’re the 
ones who decided the Bourg system had the most features and was the easiest to use.  
 
The Obvious Choice 

“The opinion of our production staff, plus the fact our Bourg BB3002 Perfect Binder has been very 
reliable and we were already familiar with how it operated, made the Bourg BB3002 PUR system the 
obvious choice.” 
 
Bourg’s service team had the new BB3002 PUR system installed and Bridgeport National had it up 
and running within two days of it being shipped. Within a week, Bridgeport National had the process 
down so well for producing high-quality PUR-bound books that it surprised a PUR expert, says Bruce 
Jacobsen. 
 
The new Bourg BB3002 PUR system gives Bridgeport National speed, efficiency and handleability, 
and the quality lives up to Bridgeport National’s standards, adds Jonathan. “Because we can go from 
an unbound book block to ship in about one hour, we can take in jobs and get them out the door in 
the same day, which gives our workers real confidence about handling quick turnaround jobs.”  
 
To free up the original BB3002 system to focus on producing thicker perfect-bound volumes, 
Bridgeport National Bindery most recently installed a Xerox Nuvera digital production system coupled 
with a C.P. Bourg BBF2005 Binder Factory. The BBF2005 completely automates perfect-binding 
softcover books up to 1.57 inches thick, at up to 300 cycles per hour. 
 
“Our Bourg binders make it easy for us to manufacture books on demand and do it well – even for 
books 2-1/4 inches thick – and that’s beneficial to us, and to our customers,” notes Larson. 
 
By adhering to the philosophy of quality and commitment to the customer on which the company was 
founded, and seizing market opportunities afforded by digital technology, Bridgeport National Bindery 
is staying in the thick of the “Book-on-Demand” market and living up to its motto, "Bound to Last," as 
it looks to the future. 
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